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1. Introduction 
Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space over F2, the prime field of character- 
istic 2, V* its dual and S*( V*) the symmetric algebra over V*. A quadratic form 
Q(x) E S2( V*) defines a central extension. 
o-+2/2-+ v- 5 v-+0. 
The group I/- is called an extraspecial 2-group. The mod 2 cohomology of I’- was 
determined by Quillen [3] (see Section 2). Since Hk( I’-; Z) is a finite abelian 
a-group, Hk( I’-; Z) is isomorphic to the direct sum of A(k) and an elementary 
abelian 2-group, where A(k) is the direct sum of Z/2m’j)‘s for m(j)?2. The pur- 
pose of this paper is to determine the above A(k). 
Denote by h(Q) the codimension of a maximal Q-isotropic subspace. For an in- 
teger k, denote the 2-exponent of k by n(k), k=2”(k). k’ where k’ is odd. Put 
a(k’Q)= L 
n(k) if n(k)<h(Q)- 1, 
h(Q)+ 1 if n(k)zh(Q). 
If h(Q) =O, I/- is an elementary abelian 2-group, and if h(Q)= 1, I/- = G@A, 
where G is the cyclic group of order 4 or the Dihedral group of order 4 and A is 
an elementary abelian 2-group. Since H*( V-; Z) is well known in these cases, we 
therefore assume in this paper that h(Q)r2. The main theorem of this paper is 
Theorem 1.1. If h(Q)z2, then the abelian group A(k) is a cyclic group of order 
2aCk, Q’ if k = 0 mod 4 and is equal to zero if k f 0 mod 4. 
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we review the result of Quillen [3] 
and the Sq’-cohomology of H*(V; F2), which is the E2-term of the Bockstein 
spectral sequence, is determined by making use of a similar method to that of [2]. 
In Section 3 we determine the Bockstein spectral sequence and prove Theorem 1.1. 
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Remark. So far we haven’t mentioned generators. One may hope Chern classes of 
some representation supply generators, but they don’t in general. If a representation 
is trivial on ker p = Z/2, every Chern class has at most order 2. If not, the only non- 
zero Stiefel-Whitney classes are of degree 2h, 2h - 2’ [3, 5.111. Therefore almost all 
Chern classes of degree 2j are 0 mod 2. 
Throughout this paper H*( ) denotes the mod 2 cohomology. 
2. The Sq’-cohomology of H*(V) 
We write Sq’= Sqi(‘)...Sq i(n) for any sequence of non-negative integers Z= 
(i(l), . . . , i(n)), If Z=(2”-’ , . . . ,2’), then Sq’ is simply denoted by S(n). 
We define elements s(k) in S*( V*). Let s(1) = Q(x), s(2) = B(x, x2) = S(l)s(l), 
. . . , s(k) = B(x, x2”) = S(k - l)s( l), and J(k) the ideal generated by s(l), . . . , s(k) in 
S*(V*). The following is due to Quillen (see [3]): 
Theorem 2.1. Zf h = h(Q), then the sequence s(l), . . . , s(h) is a regular sequence, 
Kerp* =J(h) and H*( V-) is isomorphic to S*(V*)/J(h) @F,[e], where e is the 
Euler class of some 2 h-dimensional real representation of I/-. 
In this section we will determine the Sq’-cohomology of H*( V-). First we prove 
the following: 
Lemma 2.2. Sq’e = 0. 
Proof. Since e is the Euler class of some real representation d : V-+0(2h), 
Sq1e=Sq1W2n(d)=W2h(d)W,(d) 
by Wu’s formula. On the other hand w,(n) =0 by 5.11 of Quillen [2] (note that 
h L 2). Therefore Sq’e = 0. 
Since Imp*=S*(V*)/J(h) is a Sq’-subcomplex of H*(F) and Sq’e=O by 
Lemma 2.1, as an algebra 
H*(H*(V-); Sq’)H*(S*(V*)/J(h); Sq1)@F2[u], 
where u is represented by e. 
Put R(k) = S*( I/*)/J(k). Since Sq’s(1) =s(2), Sq’s(2) = Sq’Sq’s(1) = 0 and 
Sq’s(k + 1) = Sq’Sq%(k) = sqzkm’+ ‘s(k) = s(k)2 
for k22 by the Adem relation, we can show Sq’ induces a derivation dk : R(k)+ 
R(k) for kr2 (cf. [2]). First we determine H*(R(2)). 
Lemma 2.3. H*(R(2)) = A (a) where deg a = 3. 
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Proof. Because Sq’s(2) = Sq’Sq’s(1) = 0, there exists an exact sequence of cochain 
complexes 
o+z3s US 
- s-t W(s(2)) --* 0. 
where S = S*( V*) and (~3S)i = Si_ s. This induces a long exact sequence 
. . . -H’-3(S)~Hj(S)-tHj(S/(s(2)))~Hi~2(S),... 
Because Hj(S) = 0 for j # 0 and Ho(S) = Z/2, we get 
Note that s(l) E S/(5(2)) is a cocycle and &s(l)] = 1, since Sq’s(1) =s(2). Con- 
sider another exact sequence of cochain complexes 
o-Z2S/(s(2)) * S/(.s(2))+R(2)+0. 
In the associated long exact sequence 
. . . -Hj-2(S/(s(2)))+Hi(S/(s(2)))+Hj(R(2))-t~~~ 
H”(S/(s(2)) A H2(S/(s(2))) is an isomorphism since H2(S/s(2)) is generated by 
[s(l)]. Now Lemma 2.3 is easily obtained. 
Since Sq’s(k+ 1) =s(/c)~ for each kr2, we have exact sequences of cochain com- 
plexes 
0+Z2*+‘R(k) “‘kif!R(k)+R(k+ l)-+O 
for 2 5 k 5 h - 1. They induce long exact sequences 
. ..-Hj-2’-1(R(k))+Hj(R(k))+Hj(R(k+ 1)) -%HjP2’(R(k))+... 
for 21ksh - 1 (cf. [2]). Now the following is easily obtained by induction on k. 
Lemma 2.4. For any k satisfying 2 I ks h - 1, 
(1) as an algebra 
H*(R(k))=A(a, b(2), . . . , b(k- 1)) 
where deg a = 3, deg b(j) = 2j, 
(2) there exists an element b(k) EH”(R(k+ 1)) such that 6(6(k)) = 1 and 
H*(R(k+ 1)) is a free H*(R(k)) module generated by 1 and b(k), and 
(3) b(k)’ = 0. 
Therefore we have 
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Theorem 2.5. As an algebra 
H*(H*(V-); Ss’)~~(a(Q),b(2,Q),...,b(h- LQ))OFZMQ)I, 
where deg a(Q) = 3, deg b(j, Q) = 2’, deg u(Q) = 2h(Q) (a(Q), b(j, Q) and u(Q) are 
simply denoted by a, b(j) and u when this will cause no confusion). 
3. Proof of the main theorem 
Consider the Bockstein spectral sequence {E,} associated with an exact couple 
H*( v-; Z) .H*(V-; Z) 
\J 
H*( V-) 
It is well known that {E,.} is a spectral sequence of algebra, where El is isomorphic 
to H*(T) and E2 is isomorphic to H*(H*(V-); Sq’) (cf. [l]). Note first that 
H*( V-; Z) is a finite 2-group, so E, = (1) for a sufficiently large r. Also 
H4”+‘(H*(V-); Sq])=O, so b(2), . . . . b(h) and u are permanent cycles. By these 
facts we can easily prove the following. 
Proposition 3.1. For each Q, there exists a sequence of natural numbers 
1 =r(l,Q)<...<r(h,Q) 
(h and r(j, Q) are simply denoted by h and r(j) when it causes no confusion) such 
that 
(1) E,(,,+,=..‘=E,(j+,,=A(u(j),b(j+l),..., b(h - 1))OFd4 and 4~;+&4.0) = 
b(j+l) for jlh-2, where u(j) is represented by ab(l)...b(j), 
(2) Er(h-~)+l=... = ErCh, =A (u(h - 1)) 0 F,[u] and d&u(h - 1)) = u, where 
u(h - 1) is represented by ab(l)...b(h- 1) and 
(3)Er(h)+,=...=Em={1}. 
On the other hand let W be a maximal Q-isotropic subspace of Q and W- = 
p- l(W). Clearly W is an elementary abelian 2-group and the index of W in V is 
2h(Q). Consider the transfer 
t: H*(W-; Z)+H*(V-; Z) 
and the restriction homomorphism 
r:H*(V-;Z)+H(W-;Z). 
As is well known tor=2h(Q). Since 2x=0 for any XEH*(W-; Z), 
2h(Q)+ ‘y = 2t 0 r(y) = t(2r(y)) = 0 
for any YE H*(V-; Z). Therefore we have 
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Lemma 3.2. r@(Q)) I h(Q) + 1. 
Let (Q,,, (F2)2) be a hyperbolic plane, that is, Q&x) =x1x2 for x=(x1,x2). A new 
quadratic form Q’= Q@ Q0 is defined over I/‘= V@(F2)2. Put h’=h(Q’), a’= 
a(Q’), b’(j) = b(j, Q’), u’= u(Q’) and r’(j) =r(j, Q’). Now we compare these two. 
First h’= h + 1. Consider the natural map 
f * : H*(H*(( v’)_); Sq’) +H*(H*( v-); Sq’) 
induced by the natural inclusion f: V-+( V')-. By an easy computation we have 
f*(a’) = a’, f*(b’(j)) = b(j) for 1 rjr h - 1, f*(b’(h)) = 0 and f*(u’) = u2. There- 
fore r(j) = r’(j) for j_i h - 1 and r(h)> r’(h). Thus we have r(h)zh + 1 and 
r(h) = h + 1 if and only if r(j + 1) = r(j) + 1 for jr h - 2 and r(h) = r(h - 1) + 2. Using 
Lemma 3.2, we have 
Lemma 3.3. 
for 1 Sjrh- 1, 
Now Theorem 1.1 is an easy consequence of Proposition 3.1 and Lemma 3.3. 
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